Introduction
The present paper deals with the question of the existence of solutions of the G|oursat problem for the equation z(x,y) = $p(x,y) for (x,y) 6 G < z^y = f(x,y,z,z^,zy) for almost all (x,y) € D by assumption that f satisfies Carathejodory and some Volterra type conditions and çp , G, D are defined in [1] .
The results presented here are some generalizations.of those obtained in paper [5] for functional-differential equations z(x,y) =i <p (x,y ) for (x,y) e G < A 3 (x,y,Zy(*,y)) for almost all (x,y) 6 D with initial-boundary conditions of Darboux type.
We will use definitions and notations introduced in [5] .
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Notations, assumptions and lemmas
For given positive numbers a , y9 , a, b and non-decreasing functions y = g(x), x = h(y) of C' class defined on [o,a] , [o,b] and such that g(0) = h(0) = 0, 0«g(x)«sbf O^hiyJsa let P = [-<x,a] x [-¿,b] , D = { (s, t) :h(t) < s« a, g(s) c t < bj, D =j(s,t) j h(t)<sasx, g(s)<t«y for xe [o,a] and y e [o,b] -a
As in [1] we can verify that (C^P), IM^) and (C2(P), I! . ||2) are Banach spaces.
The set of all absolutely continuous functions y : G -~R D possessing derivatives <p'x e C2(GJ and e C^G) is denoted by § . We introduce in $ the norm by the formula || supMx,y)|| + sup||9>'x(x,y)|| + sup||^(x,y)||.
Por given let cJ(P) = j u e CQ(P) s u(x,y) = <p (x,y) for (x,y) e G}.
Similarly, we define t.ie spaces and Cn*(P). Furthermore by C_ and C we will denote Banach spaces for (x,y) e D and (z,p,q) e c£x C^x furthermore, we shall say that f-: Dx c|®x C* C_ -R a o x y has the property of Volterra if for (x,y) e P, c CgíP)» -835 -p 1t p 2 6 C x and q 1t q 2 € such that z.j(s,t) = z 2 (s,t), P 1 it) = p 2 (t) and /q.,(s) = q 2 (s) for (s,t) e P(x,y) it follows that ,p 1 ,q 1 ) = f(x,7,z 2 ,P 2 ,q 2 )
where 'P( for almost' all (x,y) e D.
Let us introduce in P a metrio 9 defined by
where ||f || p = J/sup{||f{x,y ,z,p,q )|| : (z.p.q ) e cjx C x x C y f dxd;7 D for f t f 1t f 2 e P.
We call the sequenoe (w fl ) € C^P) almost uniformly bounded on each [-/3,b] t if for every e >0 there is a set c e c C-/3tb] and a constant K £ >0 such that | [-/3,b]\Q t \< i and || w fl (x,y)|| <s K £ for all yeS2 £ , n = 1,2,... We introduce the following two uniqueness assumptions: Assumption B^. If , u 6 C^(P) and (w n ) e C^iP) is a sequenoe almost uniformly bounded on for all x € [o,a] then the equation
for y e D x -886 - By the solution of (I) we mean a function z : P -»-R n absolutely continuous possessing derivatives z'x, z^ and z^ almost everywhere on D and satisfying (I).
In a similar manner as in paper [6] we can prove the.folio wing Lemmas:
Suppose f € F, <pt § and (S^) is satisfied. If uc Cp(P) and w e C^MP), then the equation
for almost all X€ [0,a] and y e D W'y.
has exactly one solution v e Cg (P).
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Lemma 2. Let f e F, y>e § and (Eg) be satisfied. By Lemmas 1 and 2 it follows that there exist mappi ngs i »1 y: c£(P)x c^7(P) 9 (u,w) -f(u,w) = v e C 2 *(P) 0 t r t cj(p) X C 2 X (P) 3 (u,y) -r(u,v) = w e C^7(P).
-V Moreover, let us define the mappi ng T : L fl (D) --C Q (P) by <iP(x f y)
for (x,y) 6 G (1.5) T(g)(x,y) = Mx.y) + // g(s, t)ds dt for (x,y)€ D, xy where <pi <t> and
for g e L n (D).
Let H f = jg_t L n (D) i |g(x,y)|«c y(x,y)J for xeD y ,yt [o,b] where ytL(D).
Similarly as in paper [6] we oan prove that T(H V ) ia compact in C Q (P) and T is continuous on Moreover K(Hy), *(Hy) are conditional? compact in C^X(P) and C*'(P) t respectively, and K, 3f are continuous on H^.
By the above notations an operation S can be defined as follows
for almost all (x,y) e D.
2. Some properties of the operation S Theorem 2.1. Suppose f e F, and assumptions (S^), (Eg) are satisfied. Then the operation S defined by (1.6) is continuous on the set Hy.
Proof. On account of S(H ) C W we see that W t <f>.
-891 -It follows from the definition that the set W ia conditionaly compact, bounded, closed and convex in the space L n (D). Furthermore S{W) c S(H m )c W. Consequently, from Schauder's fixed point theorem it follows that there exists a point g Q € W such that S(g Q ) = g Q . Thus the proof is completed.
The existence of solutions for the problem (I)
We precede the proof of the existence theorem by two lemmas. -892 -
for almost all x e[o,a] and y e D , and In virtue of (3.1.3) and (1.5) we obtain (3.1.6) a,x(x,y) = 9'x{x,y) for (x,y) € G 9"x(x,g(x))+ f f(x,t,z,zx(x,.),zy(«,t))dt
ior almost nil x e [o,a] and y e Dx and -894 - and similarly by the definition of the operations P , K we see that z' =3f(g). Consequently, «7
f(x,y,3,z; r (x,.),z;(*,y)) = f(x,y,T(g),K(g)(x,.),3f(g)(',yiJ = L( s ; a j which completes th.e proof.
Now we have Theorem 3.1.
If the assumptions of Lemma 3.2 are satisfied, then there exists at least one solution of the problem (I).
Pro of. Prom the Theorem 2.3 it follows that the class .A of all fixed points of the operation S is a nonempty set. Let B be the mapping defined in the proof of Lemma 3.2. Then B(A) = Z and B(A) t <p . Consequently Z t<t>.
